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Abstract 
 
The ICD-10 coding of French cause of death (CoD) data for 2018 and 2019 combines fully-automatic 
batch coding by the rule-based system expert IRIS/MUSE, predictions by deep learning algorithms, 
and manual coding targeted at certificates of special interest for public health and research. This 
paper presents the supervised learning approach retained, including its use in targeting certificates 
sent to manual coding, and evaluates its performance. Compared to a traditional coding campaign 
relying only on IRIS/MUSE automatic batch coding and manual coding, the present campaign reaches 
93.4% of accuracy for coding the underlying cause at the finest ICD-10 level and 95.5% at the 
European Short List level, with only 3% of manual coding. 
The paper details also CoD categories for which differentials with a traditional coding campaign 
remain. 
 
key -words: causes of death, mortality, ICD-10  
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1 Introduction 

Causes of death (CoD) are usually coded from death records either by automated rule-based expert 

systems or manually by assisted coding using the same expert systems. The entire process requires 

significant human resources if expert systems are unable to automatically code a sufficient number of 

certificates, especially since determining the underlying cause according to ICD rules can be complex. 

In France, in 2018 and 2019, 38% of death certificates could not be automatically coded by IRIS/MUSE, 

the expert coding system, and a complementary traditional coding campaign based on assisted coding 

could not be carried out due to a lack of human resources. A new approach introducing neural network 

predictions (seq-to-seq algorithms) trained on previously coded data was therefore developed and 

applied. Thus, the 2018 and 2019 coding campaign combines three coding methods:1 the use of 

predictions from seq-to-seq algorithms allows 34% of certificates to be coded, manual coding targeted 

at certificates of particular interest for public health (AIDS, maternal and infant deaths, research 

database) and those for which AI predictions have a low confidence index for 3% of certificates and 

automatic coding by batch from the rules system (Iris/Muse), 62%. 

 

Table 1 shows the countings for each coding method and compares them with the provisional data 

released in December 2022.  

 

 

Note: Missing certificates are excluded (around 15000 per year) added to the final data with R99 CoD. 

Table 1 - Number of certificates per type of coding - Comparison between final and provisional data  - 

Scope : all received certificates for 2018 and 2019. 

Certificates coded manually (in assisted coding) are presented in Appendix A1. The reader is referred 

to the Report of statistics on causes of death 2018 and 2019 (CépiDc-Inserm working document, n°3, 

see the CépiDc website) for more details on the 2018, 2019 campaign (collection, coding, variables). 

 

                                                           
1 Provisional data disseminated in December 2022 relied only on expert-system batch automated coding and AI 

automated coding. The manual coding phases were conducted between February and June 2023. 
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2  3-method coding campaign 

The campaign combining the three coding methods is based on a loop between AI, expert system and 

manual coding.  First, Transformer-type seq-to-seq algorithms are trained to predict the sequence of 

CoD and the underlying cause based on already coded data (including batch coding): yellow phase in 

Figure 1. An indicator of confidence in the prediction of the algorithms is also calculated for each 

certificate. This allows certificates for which the prediction is less certain to be targeted and sent for 

manual coding, thus complementing those manually coded due to public health reasons (step 1, pink 

phase in Figure 1). In the second step, the training databases are updated with the new manual 

codings, and some of the algorithms are retrained on these data (step 2, blue phase). In the final step, 

a specific algorithm (BiLSTM) performs a classification task and chooses between the different UC code 

proposals from different versions of the algorithms. In the end, ICD-coded data for 2018 and 2019 

correspond to the AI-coded certificates, plus those batch-coded by the expert system and those for 

which manual coding was performed (step 3, green phase). All the elements of this process are 

described in detail below. 

Figure 1 - 3-method coding campaign and loop between the 3 coding methods 

 

3 CoD predictions with deep learning 

The approach adopted is based on supervised learning. The algorithms used are neural networks and 

Transformer-type seq-to-seq translation models (see Vaswani et al 2017, Falissard et al. 2022). The 

same type of algorithms were used to code the provisional data (see Clanché et al. 2023). They are 

implemented using TensorFlow and Keras.  They are used here both to predict multiple causes, to give 

a proposal for the underlying cause (which may or may not be retained), and to target the certificates 

that need to be manually coded as a priority (AI targeted manual coding). In practice, two models are 

used that differ in some of their features: the one used to predict provisional data (k4, see the report 

French metadata on provisional 2018 and 2019 CoD data, and Clanché et al., 2023) and an improved 

model (k5). 
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3.1 Model main specifications 

 

- Feature engineering/data pipeline 

The model input sequences are concatenations of the texts on each line of the certificate, separated 

by the line label, plus some additional variables. The additional variables systematically include gender, 

age group and year of death. They then differ depending on the model. 

The first model (k4), used to predict provisional data, does not include any other additional variables. 

The second model (k5) includes, in addition to the previous variables, the type of certificate (electronic 

or paper), the form of the certificate (1997 or 2017 version)2, and the manner of death, a new variable 

introduced in the 2017 certificate versions to better identify external causes. 

For k5, the input sequence is then composed as 

Paper-back/elec_certificate CertificateVersion sex agegroup yearofdeath sepLine1 text_ 

written_on_line_1 sepLine2 text_written_on_line2 … … sepLine7 mannerofdeath sepUC 

The output sequence has the same structure as the input one, except that ICD codes replace 

texts/words and the manner of death is not repeated. The output sequence ends with the ICD-code of 

the underlying cause. 

Paper-back /elec_certificate certificateVersion sex agegroup yearofdeath sepLine1  ICDcod11 

ICDcod12 sepLine2 ICDcod2 … … sepLine7 sepUC ICDcodeUC 

Example: 

input sequence : Paperback CertificateVersion2017 Women 55yo year2017 sepLine1 

cardiorespiratory arrest sepLine2 pleural effusion sepLine3 lung metastases sepLine4 breast cancer 

sepLine7 natural death sepUC  

output sequence : [start] Paperback CertificateVersion2017 Women 55yo year2017 sepLine1  r092 

sepLine2 j90 sepLine3 c780 sepLine4 c509 sepLine7 sepUC c509 [end] 

"Tokenizer" is used to cut texts into tokens (words). The input dictionary contains 117,443 tokens 

and the output one, 6155 tokens. 

- Model architecture  

Transformer algorithms are of encoder/decoder type. Inputs are represented by their embedding in a 

vector space of finite size (512) and by the position of words in the sentence (positional encoding). The 

Transformers model encoder applies the same layers several times to the input sequence, combining 

a multi-headed attention mechanism model (to account for links between words) and a fully connected 

feed-forward network that captures position, followed by normalization. The decoder also repeats the 

                                                           
2 The death certificate forms have changed as of 2018, but the use of the new form was gradual. 
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same layers on the output sequence, interposing a model of the attention mechanism at the encoder 

output. Each set of layers also ends with a fully connected feed-forward network and a normalization 

step. The decoder output then passes through a linear transformation and a softmax function to 

convert the decoder output into predicted probabilities of the next word. The algorithm contains 

96,000,000 parameters (weights). See Appendix A2 for an illustration of the network architecture and 

the k5 model codes. 

For k4 model specification, the reader is referred to previous documents such as the note French 

metadata on provisional CoD data, and Clanché et al. 2023. In the following, we focus on k5. 

- Training set 

The models are trained on already labelled death certificates, i.e. for which the sequence of multiple 

CoDs and the underlying cause are known 

The training base for the k5 model contains 5,317,843 certificates, and consists of 

-all labeled data from 2011 to 2015 (automatic and manual coding), 

-all automatically (batch) coded certificates for 2016 and 2017, plus 300,000 observations randomly 

selected from those manually coded for 2016 and 2017 

-all automatically (batch) coded certificates for 2018 and 2019, plus half of all manually coded 

certificates as of June 8, 2023 (50% share regardless of the coded sample) 

-78% of 2020 batch coding and 56% of manual coding, always randomly drawn 

-96% of 2021 automatic coding and 40% of manual coding as of June 8, 2023 (excluding EDP, left as 

test).

The validation set consists of 20% of the training set, randomly selected once for all before training. 

- Test 

The test, constructed with already coded certificates not included in the training set, contains 467,415 

observations, of which 365,087 are manually coded.3  

                                                           
3 In practice, there is an overlap between the test of k5 and the training set of k4, so we will check the performance on the 

sole intersection of tests when necessary, but the results reported in the document generally concern the test of k5 and 
iris5, the models which will ultimately be the most widely selected. 
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- Training strategy 

The k5 model was first trained on an initial train/validation base comprising almost 5.3 million 

observations at the beginning of 2023. Then, the weights were re-estimated in a fine-tuning step 

consisting of 10 optimization epochs on the entire train/validation base including 42,328 

observations from 2018, 2019, 2021 manually coded during the first half of 2023 corresponding to 

part of the manual recovery targeted for 2018 and 2019 and for 2021. This strategy is the result of a 

trade-off between the model's full training times (several days) and the completeness of the learning 

base. 

3.2 Underlying cause determination 

The output predicted by the model provides two suggestions for the underlying cause. It is indeed 

possible to use the underlying cause directly predicted by the algorithm, which is at the last position 

in  the sentence. It is also possible to apply the IRIS/MUSE expert coding system to the sequence of 

multiple causes predicted by the algorithm, and to use the underlying cause to which it leads, when 

there is one. In addition, the two models k4 and k5 can propose different underlying causes, and 

different sequences of causes, which can lead to different underlying cause proposals when IRIS/MUSE 

is applied. Therefore, there are potentially 4 underlying cause suggestions- those coming directly from 

the k4 and k5 algorithms, and those after IRIS/MUSE is run on the sequences of causes predicted by 

k4 and k5, i.e. iris4 and iris5; as well as two predicted sequences of multiple causes. Note that if 

IRIS/MUSE does not conclude, the underlying cause directly predicted by the algorithm is used. In this 

case, there is only one suggestion per algorithm. 

A “surmodel” is used, also based on supervised learning. This “surmodel” responds to a 5-class 

classification problem, indicating which of the preceding models will be retained to provide the 

underlying cause and, by extension, the multiple causes, or if none of the models leads to a good 

prediction (6% of the cases in the train). In the latter case, we use the iris5 prediction. 

The input sequences of the surmodel include the codes for ICD-10 and European short-list (86 

categories) for the underlying cause and for the multiple causes predicted by k4 and k5, the 

probabilities associated with the outputs of k4 and k5, the probability differences between the two 

most probable underlying causes (discriminating power), the type of certificate (electronic or paper), 

the manner of death, the number of multiple causes on the certificate (indicator of certificate 

complexity), and the number of times the models predict the same code for the underlying cause 

(indicator of reliability of this proposal). The input sequence is 

“k4_UC k5_UC k4iris_UC k5iris_UC k4_86 k5_86 k5iris_86 k4iris_86 k4_multiple_causes 

k5_multiple_causes certificat_type age MannerOfDeath proba_max_k4  proba_diff_k4 proba_max_k5 

proba_diff_k5 nb_causes_k4 nb_causes_k5  nb_equal” 

The algorithm chosen is a bidirectional long-term short-term memory (BiLSTM, see Graves et al 2005, 

Baldi et al. 1999). Training is performed on the train intersection common to k4 and k5. The pre-

processing, model architecture and codes are reported in Appendix A3. The number of times the same 

code is proposed and the codes predicted from the underlying cause at European shortlist level bring 

the most explanatory power to the model (Shapley values, see Appendix A3).  
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4 Using AI to target certificates to send to manual coding 

 

In addition to certificates of particular public health interest or research interest, manual coding 

focuses on certificates for which AI predictions have a low confidence level. The targeting approach 

aims to achieve a given level of precision (90% or 92%) in each European shortlist category, ensuring 

that 3-method campaign codes match those of a traditional campaign 90% or 92% of the time. 

For this, a confidence score is computed for each certificate. This confidence score allows us to 

prioritize certificates to be sent to manual coding. It depends on the underlying cause code predicted 

by k4, by k5 and on the variables the most discriminant to capture the certificate complexity. See 

Appendix A4 for a detailed presentation of the underlying linear probability model. 

We focus on certificates in European shortlist categories for which we estimate, based on deaths in 

2016 and 2017, that the precision, i.e. the number of correctly predicted underlying causes over the 

number of predicted causes in the category, does not reach 90% (P1), and then 92.5% (P2). We then 

simulate the additional manual coding rate that would be required to achieve these precisions, if the 

certificates with the lowest confidence indicators were sent for manual coding by order. These rates 

are then applied to the 2018/2019 counts. In practice, it was possible to manually code all certificates 

classified as P1 for 2018 and 2019, 64% of those classified as P2 for 2018, and 82% of those classified 

as P2 for 2019. Table 2 shows counts and proportions manually coded for each of the 12 problematic 

categories according to year. 

 

Note: Columns 1 and 2: if we manually recode the 101 2018/2019 certificates for which the underlying cause predicted by k4 

is viral hepatitis (01.3) and for which the confidence indicators are the lowest, we would reach an overall precision (including 

batch or other manual coding) of 90% for this category if we refer to the simulations built on the years 2016 and 2017. By 

coding the following 76, we would achieve 92.5%. The overall precision of a category is obtained by assuming that the 

certificates automatically coded by Iris/Muse and those manually coded are correct.  
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The last three columns report the % of data actually manually coded. 30% of the certificates that the k4 model classified as 

01.3 were taken over manually in 2018, and 32% in 2019. In each case, these were the certificates with the lowest confidence 

indicators among those that k4 classified in this category. 

Table 2 : number of certificates in 2018 /2019 to be coded manually to achieve a precision of 90% / 

92.5% in total (i.e. taking in to account batch coding and all manual coding) and % of targeted manual 

coding achieved in practice for 2018 and 2019 data. 

5 Performance analysis 

5.1 Building a Reference Test Population 

The test set, which consists of annotated observations that have been excluded from training, allows 

us to evaluate performance, i.e. the accuracy/consistency between the coding that would have been 

obtained in a conventional coding campaign combining batch coding and assisted manual coding and 

that of the 3-method approach. 

This set includes 365,087 manually coded certificates for which multiple and underlying causes are also 

predicted by AI. This set is not representative of the distribution by cause of manual coding in a given 

year because it over-represents sensitive deaths and AI-targeted low confidence samples in certain 

years. It also over-represents Echantillon Demographique Permanent deaths, and is therefore 

unsuitable for evaluating manual coding targeted at these deaths. 

To assess the accuracy between the final data of 2018 and 2019 and what would have been obtained 

after a conventional coding campaign, we limit this test set to respect the proportions of sensitive 

deaths and EDP deaths as observed in the total population of deaths, to also respect the proportion of 

targeted manual coding as performed in 2018 and 2019, and we complete the set in the right 

proportions of automatically batch-coded deaths. Thus, in the first stage, we focus only on the 

randomly drawn samples only (2016, 2017, 2020 manually coded test sets, and manually coded test 

random samples for 2021), i.e. 332,183 observations. The second stage consists of completing this 

base with proportional draws in automatic batch coding for each sub-sample. 

We then obtain a reference test population of 797,651 observations that is representative of the 

distribution of causes of death over the years 2016, 2017, 2020 and 2021. The proportion of automatic 

batch coding in this population is 58%, which is slightly lower than the actual proportion of automatic 

batch coding in 2018 /2019. The consequence of this slight underestimation of automatic coding will 

therefore be a slight underestimation of coding accuracy. 

We then simulate the contributions of targeted manual coding, assuming that the coded underlying 

cause is correct for certificates related to EDP, sensitive deaths, and AI-targeted manual coding. 

Appendix A5 details how to sample the batch to simulate a representative population, and how to 

identify these groups in the reference test population. 

5.2 Overall accuracy 

On the part of the reference test population that would have been manually coded in a conventional 

coding campaign, the underlying cause obtained by combining the "surmodel" prediction and targeted 
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manual coding matches the underlying cause coded by the coding team at the finest ICD level in 84.1% 

of cases. It falls into the same category in the European shortlist in 89.3% of the time. Table 4 reports 

the accuracy of the different models, combined or not with IRIS/MUSE and with targeted manual 

coding as performed in 2018 and 2019. At the finest ICD level, the k5 model prediction is correct in 

78.5% of cases. Applying IRIS/MUSE to the sequence of causes predicted by k5 when it gives an 

unambiguous answer gains one point of accuracy. The performance of the k4 model, the one used for 

provisional data, is less good. However, the two models are complementary, since by combining them 

through the surmodel, the accuracy reaches 81.9%. Taking into account the targeted manual coding, 

the accuracy increases by another 2 points to 84.1%. The evaluation of each step in the targeted 

manual coding process will be described in detail below. 

 

Reading: In 78.5% of cases, the underlying cause directly predicted by k5 exactly matches the manually coded one at the 

finest ICD level. In 85.6% of cases, the underlying cause predicted by k5 falls into the same Eurostat shortlist category as the 

manually coded underlying CoD. 

Table 4: Accuracy of underlying cause predicted by deep learning (k4 or k5), combination of deep 

learning and IRIS/MUSE, surmodel combined or not with manual coding. 

For the European shortlist, the surmodel gained 1.7 points of accuracy compared to iris5 (k5 combined 

with IRIS/MUSE), while the targeted manual coding gained 1.6 points. In total, the accuracy reaches 

89.4%. Finally, the performance is stable over the years. 

If we now take into account the fact that in 2018 and 2019 about 62-63% of the deaths are coded by 

batch, and that for these certificates the coding does not change compared to a conventional 

campaign, we obtain a perfect match in 93.4% of the cases at the finest ICD level and in 95.6% of the 

cases at the European shortlist level (Table 5). 
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Reading: In 91.5% of cases, the 4-position UC obtained by batch coding where possible or by k5 prediction combined with 

IRIS/MUSE (iris5) is the same as that which would have been obtained by a conventional coding campaign combining batch 

and assisted manual coding only. This results in an accuracy of 94.2% for the European shortlist level. 

Table 5: Accuracy of UC predicted by deep learning (k4 or k5), a combination of deep learning and 

IRIS/MUSE, surmodel combined or not with manual coding, and the UC coded in the general 

population (including batch). 

 

5.3 Precision, recall and count differentials 

Tables 6 and 7 show the precisions, recalls, F-measures and predicted counts per category at the 

European shortlist level, for the surmodel and when targeted manual coding is also taken into account. 

Precision is the proportion of correct predictions relative to all predictions in the category; recall is the 

proportion of observations correctly predicted by the model relative to all observations actually in the 

category; F-measure is the harmonic mean of the two. 

Across the entire Reference Test Population, the combination of batch, "surmodel" and targeted 

manual coding campaign achieves very high levels of consistency (in terms of precision and recall) with 

a conventional coding campaign for most categories, with an average F-measure per category of 0.94. 

F-measures remain below 0.9 for 10 out of the 71 shortlist categories: viral hepatitis, blood and 

hematopoietic diseases, pharmacology, skin diseases, rheumatoid arthritis, other musculoskeletal 

diseases, genitourinary diseases, accidental intoxications, undetermined intentions and other external 

causes. This means that trends and counts in these categories should be interpreted with caution. In 

particular, we stress both statistically significant discrepancies and significant volume discrepancies  

(Poisson test) for : 

03, blood diseases, underestimation of 7% of the expected number of deaths 

11.2, other diseases of the musculoskeletal system, underestimation of 4% of the expected number of 

deaths 

17.1.4, accidental poisoning, underestimation of 8% of the expected number of deaths 

17.5, other external causes, underestimation of 37%. 
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Note: significance levels of counting differentials come from equality tests assuming real occurrences were Poisson distributed., * pval<.2, 

** pval<.1, *** pval<.05, **** pval<.01 

Table 6 : Performance et predicted counts by surmodel and surmodel combined with targeted manual 

coding evaluated on certificates of the test reference population that would have been coded manually 

in a conventional coding campaign. 
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Note: significance levels of counting differentials come from equality tests assuming real occurrences were Poisson distributed., * pval<.2, 

** pval<.1, *** pval<.05, **** pval<.01 

Table 7 : Performance et predicted counts by surmodel and surmodel combined with targeted manual 

coding evaluated on all Test Reference Population (including batch coded certificates). 

There is also a (smaller) risk of overestimation for 02.1.22 other malignant tumours and 05.1, 

dementia. 

As expected, the targeted manual coding improves consistency with a conventional campaign. In 

particular, especially for targeted categories: i.e. sensible deaths - 01.2, HIV/Aids, 13 pregnancy 
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complications, 14 15 et 16.1 perinatality, congenital malformations child sudden death, which are 

representative of young child deaths ; i.e. also AI-targeted categories  - 01.3 viral hepatitis, 03 blood 

diseases, 05.3 pharmacology, 11.2 other diseasees of the musculoskeletal system, 17.1.4 accidental 

poisoning , 17.3 homicides and assaults, 17.4 undetermined intentions and 17.5 other external causes; 

and categories for which a special final manual coding was done at the end of the campaign : risk of 

tuberculosis (01.1), homicides and assaults (17.3) and pharmacology (05.3). 

The retained approach of targeted manual coding based on the simulated short-list category precisions 

also seems to improve the recall measures. Finally, we reach 90% of precision for each European 

shortlist category except for 01.3 viral hepatitis;4 for 17.4 undetermined intention et 17.5 other 

external causes.5 

5.4 Details on performance gains of each step of the targeted manual coding  

This part details the gains in accuracy /performance of each step on the targeted manual coding. 

 

Reading: 81.9% of the UCs predicted by the surmodel match the ICD-10 coded UC, 82.3% when including deaths of special 

public health interest, which represent 1.6% of the test population that would have been manually coded in a traditional 

campaign. 

Table 8 - Accuracy of the underlying cause predicted by the surmodel combined with each targeted 

manual coding step. 

The targeted manual coding improves the accuracy by 2.2 points on the test population that would 

have been manually coded in a traditional coding campaign, increasing this accuracy from 81.9% to 

84.1%. However, the performance contributions of each step differ. If we relate the increase in 

accuracy to the percentage these certificates represent in total, we see that coding a sensitive death 

is 1.6 times more effective than coding a randomly selected certificate, and coding a certificate 

targeted by AI 2.4 times more effective. This can provide information on the proportions of manual 

coding to be allocated to these different stages, without neglecting the contribution to the quality of 

the training dataset and taking into account the importance of a human view on death certificates of 

particular interest for public health use. 

                                                           
4 Counts of viral hepatitis were overestimated in 2017 (corrected 2017 numbers are  expected by the end of 2023). This can 

explain the discrepancies shown. 

5 For those two categories, discrepancies could be related the introduction of the 2017 death certificate form. The latter 

introduced by the end of 2017/ beginning of 2018, asks the certifier to report the manner of death. They could also be 
related to an improved data collection since 2018 with medical legal institutes providing data directly from the internal IT 
systems. 
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5.5 Comparison with provisional data 

To compare the final data with the provisional data disseminated in the winter 2022-2023, we simulate 

the coding that we would have obtained by applying the approach used for the provisional data on the 

reference test population (without COVID since k4 did not predict COVID). This approach uses the 

predictions of the k4 model (trained on a smaller sample than that used for k5), runs IRIS/MUSE on 

these predictions, and performs an ad hoc synthesis to choose between the two underlying cause 

proposals.6 

 

Reading: 91.4% of the certificates of the reference test population (excluding COVID) would have been correctly predicted if 

we had used the same strategy (k4 model, iris4 and summary model) as for the provisional data. 

Tableau 9 : Comparison of UC accuracies resulting from the strategy adopted for the provisional data, 

and that for the final data. 

At the most detailed level of the ICD and across the entire test population, the provisional data 

would result in an accuracy of 91.4%. For the final data, which combines the surmodel and targeted 

manual coding, this reaches to 93.2% (excluding COVID), i.e. +1.8 points, which breaks down into 

+1.2 points of gain coming from the targeted manual coding and +0 .6 points coming from the 

sophistication of the AI models. 

6 Final results for 2018 and 2019 - counts and standardized mortality 

rates 

In the following two tables, counts and standardized mortality rates for 2018 and 2019 (final data) 

are compared with those for 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2020. The tables also indicate the categories of 

the European shortlist for which the F-measures are below 0.9, and whether this may entail a risk of 

under- or overestimation of counts and rates, as well as the categories for which an over-or 

underestimation was found based on significance level of the Poisson tests. 

                                                           
6 Strictly speaking, the synthesis model used for the provisional data also mobilized the predictions of an additional model 

re-estimated only on the observations for which Iris/Muse did not propose a unique underlying cause code. The (weak) 
contribution of this model was not reproduced in this simulation. 
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Note : over/underest (F) denotes risk of over/underestimation of countings and F <.90 ; over/underest (P) denotes risk of 

over/underestimation of countings indicated by Poisson tests of differentials are significant at 5%. 

Table 10 : Counts per CoD of the European shortlist from 2015 to 2020, with indication of risk of 

over/underestimation in 2018 and 2019 (final data). 
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Note : over/underest (F) denotes risk of over/underestimation of countings and F <.90 ; over/underest (P) denotes risk of 

over/underestimation of countings indicated by Poisson tests of differentials are significant at 5%. 

Table 11 : standardized mortality rate per CoD of the European shortlist, with indication of risk of 

over/underestimation for 2018 - 2019 final data. 
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Viral hepatitis (01.3) is slightly overestimated in 2018 and 2019 (following an error detected in 2017, 

2% on the test numbers), but this does not affect the decreasing trend since 2015 (with 2017 

corrected ) in numbers and (very slowly) in SMRs. 

Among the tumors, oral cancers (02.1.01) are probably slightly underestimated (-3% on the test 

numbers), the increase in the number of deaths between 2019 and 2020 must therefore be 

interpreted with caution, an increase that will not be not found on SMRs. 

Other malignant tumors (02.1.22) are likely to be overestimated (2% of the test numbers), which 

could contribute to the apparent increase in the SMRs in 2018 and 2019 . This apparent increase is 

therefore not interpretable. 

Blood diseases (03) are slightly underestimated (-7% of the test numbers). The increase in numbers 

and SMRs may be greater between 2017 and 2018. 

Dementia (05.1) may be overestimated (2% of the test numbers) and the decrease in numbers and 

SMRs may be smaller between 2019 and 2020. 

Drug dependence (05.3) may be underestimated (-8% of the test numbers). As the numbers in this 

category are very low, the rates (reported per 100,000 persons) are not affected. 

Skin diseases (10) may not always be well identified but this does not lead to errors in test numbers 

and rates (the errors compensate for each other). 

Rheumatoid arthritis (11.1) and other diseases of the osteoarticular system (11.2) may be 

underestimated (-5% and -4% of test numbers), so, changes in numbers and SMRs should be 

interpreted with caution. 

Other diseases of the genitourinary system (12.2) may be underestimated (-2%). The upward trend in 

numbers is confirmed. 

Congenital malformations (15) may be underestimated (-5% on the test numbers). The downward 

trend in numbers and rates since 2019 may be stronger. 

Unknown and unspecified causes (16.2) may be slightly overestimated (2% of the test sample). 

Accidental falls (17.1.2) may be slightly overestimated (2% of the test population). The increase in 

numbers between 2019 and 2020 is therefore perhaps more accentuated in reality than when 

reading the series. 

Accidental poisoning (17.1.4) may be underestimated (-8% on test numbers). The drop in the rate 

between 2019 and 2020 is probably a little steeper. 

Undetermined intentions (17.4) may be underestimated (-6%). The potential underestimation is 

greatest for other external causes (17.5) (-37% on the test population). Trends in this category should 

not be interpreted. It must be aggregated to categories with much higher numbers. 
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Finally, it should be noted that codes I460 and I469 (unspecified cardiac arrest), which were included 

in Other cardiovascular diseases until 2018, have been all coded as R99 (unknown causes) from 2019 

on. 

7 Conclusion 

The final data for 2018 and 2019 were produced using the approach presented. The combination of 

the three coding methods, and in particular the targeting by AI of samples sent to human coders, 

appears to be effective. This illustrates how AI, automated and human coding methods are mutually 

enriching. However, limitations (risks of under- or over-estimation) appear for certain categories of 

ICD codes, with the advantage of being quantifiable. These limitations encourage us to increase the 

amount of targeted manual rework for 2021 data. They also encourage us to integrate the quality of 

multiple cause coding in targeting samples to send to manual coding. France continues to work on 

including AI coding as part of its usual CoD data production process. The transition to ICD 11 remains 

an open question. 
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Appendix A1 - details on samples manually coded in 2018 and 2019 

 

Assisted manual coding (also called manual coding or targeted manual coding) in 2018 and 2019 

includes: 

1. The permanent demographic sample not coded in batch:7 9892 certificates in 2018; 9705 in 2019 

2. Deaths of special public health interest deaths not coded by Iris/Muse: 3272 (year 2018); 3171 

(year 2019). 

Deaths that require a high level of verification to ensure public health surveillance. When 
automatically coded by IRIS/MUSE, these certificates are usually checked by the coding team. Deaths 
of special public health interest in 2018 correspond to all mentions of AIDS/HIV on the certificate, 
maternal deaths and all deaths of persons younger than 15 years. Deaths of special public health 
interest in 2019 correspond to all mentions of AIDS/HIV on the certificate, maternal deaths, all 
deaths under 28 days of age, mentions of violence in deaths of persons younger than 15 years, 
deaths of persons younger than 15 years with mention of an interest code (see below), certificates 
with mention of a P code and all deaths of persons younger than 15 years that are not automatically 
coded by IRIS/MUSE. 

 

3. Samples from the categories with AI predictions with low confidence: 3116 (2018); 3202 (2019) 
priority 1 (needed to achieve at least 90% precision for each category of the Eurostat shortlist); some 
of the samples in priority 2 - the target numbers are 2646 (2018) and 2877 (2019) (chosen so as to 
achieve 92.5% of precision), and 1717 for 2018 and 2357 for 2019 will eventually be manually coded . 

4. Simulation based on testing the performance of the entire coding strategy still showed insufficient 
performance for tuberculosis, homicides and drug dependence and toxicomania. A final phase of 
manual coding concerned for homicide: when the underlying cause selected by the surmodel is not 
homicide, but at least one of the models predicts homicide as underlying cause or multiple causes, or 
the manner of death mentions it, 256 certificates were manually coded in 2018; 244 in 2019. for drug 
dependence and toxicomania and tuberculosis: when the underlying cause selected by the surmodel 
does not fall into the category but at least one model predicts it as the underlying cause, i.e. for drug 
dependence 46 in 2018 and 60 in 2019 and for tuberculosis 55 in 2018 and 89 in 2019.  For more 
details see the Production Report on 2018 and 2019 data.   

                                                           
7 The permanent demographic sample (“échantillon démographique permanent”, EDP) is a demographic panel of 4% of the 

population, selected by day of birth  (https://www.insee.fr/fr/metadonnees/source/serie/s1166 ). 

https://www.cepidc.inserm.fr/documentation/rapport-de-production-annees-de-deces-2018-et-2019-donnees-definitives-document-de-travail-du-cepidc-n32023
https://www.insee.fr/fr/metadonnees/source/serie/s1166
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Appendix A2 - Architecture and codes of Transformer k5 

1. Architecture 

 

Transformer architecture - from Vaswani et al 2017. 

2. Keras5 Code  

sequence_length = 100  

batch_size = 256  

buffer_size = 5000 

embed_dim = 514  

latent_dim = 2048 

num_heads = 8 

dropout = 0.2""" 

## Create vocabulary : Train + Test subset 

tab_vocab = pd.concat([tab_finale_train, tab_finale_test]) 

print("Tab vocabulary :", tab_vocab.shape) 

# Création du vocabulaire 

inp_texts = tab_vocab['input'].to_list() 

tar_texts = tab_vocab['output'].to_list() 

text_vectorization_inp = Tokenizer( 

    num_words=None, 

    filters="-+=><!%/;.')(?°:,", 
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    lower=True, 

    split=' ', 

) 

text_vectorization_tar = Tokenizer( 

    num_words=None, 

    filters="-+=><!%/;.')(?°:,", 

    lower=True, 

    split=' ', 

) 

# Input text 

text_vectorization_inp.fit_on_texts(inp_texts) 

voc_input = text_vectorization_inp.word_index 

# Output text 

text_vectorization_tar.fit_on_texts(tar_texts) 

voc_output = text_vectorization_tar.word_index 

inp_vocab_size = len(voc_input) 

tar_vocab_size = len(voc_output) 

Split data in Training and validation split 

val_samples = tab_finale_train.sample(frac=0.2, replace=False, random_state=7, ignore_index=True) 

print("Shape val :", val_samples.shape) 

val_certifs = val_samples['NumCertificat'].to_list() 

train_samples = tab_finale_train[~tab_finale_train['NumCertificat'].isin(val_certifs)] 

print("Shape train :", train_samples.shape) 

## Tokenize Train and validation data 

inp_seq_val = text_vectorization_inp.texts_to_sequences(val_samples['input'].to_list()) 

inp_seq_val = pad_sequences(inp_seq_val, maxlen=sequence_length, padding="post", truncating="post") 

tar_seq_len = sequence_length + 1 

tar_seq_val = text_vectorization_tar.texts_to_sequences(val_samples['output'].to_list()) 

tar_seq_val = pad_sequences(tar_seq_val, maxlen=tar_seq_len, padding="post", truncating="post") 

val_dataset = make_dataset(buffer_size, batch_size, inp_seq_val, tar_seq_val) 

inp_seq_train = text_vectorization_inp.texts_to_sequences(train_samples['input'].to_list()) 

inp_seq_train = pad_sequences(inp_seq_train, maxlen=sequence_length, padding="post", truncating="post") 

tar_seq_train = text_vectorization_tar.texts_to_sequences(train_samples['output'].to_list()) 

tar_seq_train = pad_sequences(tar_seq_train, maxlen=tar_seq_len, padding="post", truncating="post") 

train_dataset = make_dataset(buffer_size, batch_size, inp_seq_train, tar_seq_train) 

## Training 

print("Num GPUs Available: ", len(tf.config.list_physical_devices('GPU'))) 

print(tf.test.is_built_with_cuda()) 

def transformer(sequence_length, inp_vocab_size, tar_vocab_size, d_model,  latent_dim, num_heads, dropout): 

    encoder_inputs = keras.Input(shape=(None,), dtype="int64", name="encoder_inputs") 
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    x = PositionalEmbedding(sequence_length, inp_vocab_size, d_model)(encoder_inputs) 

    encoder_outputs = TransformerEncoder(d_model, latent_dim, num_heads)(x) 

    encoder_outputs = layers.Dropout(dropout)(encoder_outputs) 

    encoder = keras.Model(encoder_inputs, encoder_outputs) 

    decoder_inputs = keras.Input(shape=(None,), dtype="int64", name="decoder_inputs") 

    encoded_seq_inputs = keras.Input(shape=(None, d_model), name="decoder_state_inputs") 

    x = PositionalEmbedding(sequence_length, tar_vocab_size, d_model)(decoder_inputs) 

    x = TransformerDecoder(d_model, latent_dim, num_heads)(x, encoded_seq_inputs) 

    x = layers.Dropout(dropout)(x) 

    decoder_outputs = layers.Dense(tar_vocab_size, activation="softmax")(x) 

    decoder = keras.Model([decoder_inputs, encoded_seq_inputs], decoder_outputs) 

    decoder_outputs = decoder([decoder_inputs, encoder_outputs]) 

    return keras.Model( 

        [encoder_inputs, decoder_inputs], decoder_outputs, name="transformer" 

    ) 

model = transformer(sequence_length, 

                inp_vocab_size, 

                tar_vocab_size, 

                embed_dim, 

                latent_dim, 

                num_heads, 

                dropout) 

model.summary() 

class CustomSchedule(tf.keras.optimizers.schedules.LearningRateSchedule): 

    def __init__(self, d_model, warmup_steps=5000): 

        super(CustomSchedule, self).__init__() 

        self.d_model = d_model 

        self.d_model = tf.cast(self.d_model, tf.float32) 

        self.warmup_steps = warmup_steps 

    def __call__(self, step): 

        arg1 = tf.math.rsqrt(step) 

        arg2 = step * (self.warmup_steps ** -1.5) 

        return tf.math.rsqrt(self.d_model) * tf.math.minimum(arg1, arg2) 

    def get_config(self): 

        config = { 

            'd_model': self.d_model, 

            'warmup_steps': self.warmup_steps, 

        } 

        return config 

learning_rate = CustomSchedule(embed_dim) 
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optimizer = tf.keras.optimizers.Adam(learning_rate, 

                                     beta_1=0.9, 

                                     beta_2=0.98, 

                                     epsilon=1e-9) 

model.compile( 

    optimizer, loss="sparse_categorical_crossentropy", metrics=["accuracy"] 

) 

""" 

## Training Model 

""" 

model_checkpoint_callback = tf.keras.callbacks.ModelCheckpoint( 

    filepath=checkpoint_filepath, 

    save_weights_only=True, 

    monitor='val_loss', 

    mode='min', 

    save_best_only=True, 

    verbose=1) 

history = model.fit(train_dataset, 

                epochs=60, 

                validation_data=val_dataset, 

                callbacks=model_checkpoint_callback) 
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Appendix A3 - Details of the classification surmodel for selecting the 

underlying cause among the different proposals 

 

To select the underlying cause among the 4 possible different model outputs – direct predictions of 
the underlying cause by k4 and k5, and application of the IRIS/MUSE expert system to the sequences 
of multiple causes predicted by k4 and k5 - iris4 and iris5, we use also a supervised learning 
surmodel. This surmodel responds to a classification problem in 5 classes, determining among the 
previous models the one we will select to predict the underlying cause,  according to the 
characteristics of the certificates. The algorithm chosen for this model is a BiLSTM (Bidirectional Long 
Term Short Term memory, see Graves et al 2005, Baldi et al. 1999), a model classically used in 
sequence analysis and which proves to be the most efficient among the algorithms tested. Other 
models (LSTM, FastText, XGboost as well as a dedicated Transformer) were also tested but proved to 
be less efficient. 

1- Train sets 

The surmodel is trained on the intersection of the train sets of k4 and k5, keeping only the manually 
coded certificates. Since the distinction by type of coding (batch or manual) has only been recorded 
since 2016, the data is limited ot the years 2016 and following years, this corresponds to 482,149 
certificates. The test sample is the same as the one presented above which is used to evaluate the k5 
model. Table 1 shows the distribution of certificates by year for the training and test bases. 

2 - Surmodel  

The surmodel aims to choose the correct underlying cause among the four model proposals. The 
surmodel predicts five classes: "k4", "k4_iris", "k5", "k5_iris" and "pas_orig", indicating the origin of 
the proposition to be selected. The fifth class "pas_orig" indicates that none of the models predicted 
the correct underlying cause. In this case, we will select the proposal from iris5, which is our 
main/reference model. Table 2 shows the proportion of the five classes in the data. Iris5 most often 
provides the correct underlying cause. This comes from the fact that when several models correctly 
predict the same underlying cause, the iris5 class (reference model) is affected first. 
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2.1 - Data processing 

The surmodel input sequences are concatenations of the ICD-10 code of the underlying cause 

predicted by k5, k4, k4_iris, k5_iris, as well as the aggregation into 86 positions of the European 

shortlist, the list of multiple causes predicted by k4 and k5, electronic/paper, age group, manner of 

death, probabilities related to the underlying cause prediction (k4 and k5), differences in probabilities 

between the two most probable underlying causes codes estimated by k4 and by k5 (discriminatory 

power of the models), the number of multiples causes, an indicator of the number of times the 4 

models (k4, k5, iris4 and iris5) produce similar results (indicator of the reliability of the propositions). 

The model input sequence is as follows:  

“keras4_UC keras5_UC keras4iris_UC keras5iris_UC keras4_UC86 keras5_UC86 keras5iris_UC86 

keras4iris_UC86 keras4_list_multiple_causes keras5_list_multiple_causes electronic/paper-back age 

MannerOfDeath proba_max4 proba_diff4 proba_max5 proba_d iff5 nb_causes_k4 nb_causes_k5 

nb_equal”  

Figure 3 reports the Shapley values of the explanatory variables. The Shapley value measures for each 

explanatory variable its importance in the prediction (SHAP package: “Shapley Additive Explanations”). 

The variables that play the most in the prediction here are the consistency indicator between the 

models number of times the 4 models (k4, k5, iris4 and iris5) produce similar results, the UC codes 

aggregated at the European shortlist level, the manner of death, the sequence of multiple causes and 

probabilities of models k4 and k5. 
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Figure A3.1 : Bar plot for feature importance 

 

The input sequence is upstream converted into digital vectors to be used as input to the model, the 

steps are as follows:  

Tokenization: the sentence is divided into words called tokens  

Indexing: each token is associated with a unique index in a dictionary of words.  

Subscript sequence transformations: the sentence is then represented as a sequence of subscripts 

corresponding to the tokens.  

Padding: to ensure that all sequences have the same length values are added to fill the shorter 

sequences and truncate the longer sequences. 

The input of the model first passes through an embedding layer, where each word is represented by a 

vector of fixed dimension. When training the model, the word representation vectors are adjusted by 

the model to capture semantic relationships between words, meaning that words with similar 

meanings will have close vectors in projection space . Then, the BiLSTM layer makes it possible to 

extract important sequential information in the sequence and represents it in the form of characteristic 

vectors: features. The Fully Connected layer classifies. 
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Figure A3.2 : Text classification BiLSTM network 

2.3 - Hyper-parameters and loss 

The loss function used is cross-entropy. The surmodel was trained using the hyper-parameters 

summarized in Table 3. The Adam algorithm was used to minimize the loss function. A dynamic 

adaptation approach of the learning rate during epochs was used to improve convergence and 

optimize learning performance. 

 

3 - Results and performance analysis of the surmodel 

The final performance of the surmodel is 85.6% (see: table 4). In 85.6% of the cases, the suremodel 

predicts the correct “class”/”origin”. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of predictions per class on 

the test set. The model mainly predicts iris5. The codes of keras4 and pas_orig are very rarely 

retained. 
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At the ICD code level (the ICD code of the underlying cause predicted by the model/the origin and 

retained by the surmodel), the surmodel predicts the correct ICD-10 code for the underlying cause in 

81.9% of the cases on the test set. This increases the performance by 2.4 points, given that iris 5 has 

an accuracy of 79.5%.  

4. Codes  

## Create vocabulary : Train + Val subset 

""" 

# Création du vocabulaire 

texts = tab['text'].to_list() 

tokenizer = Tokenizer() 

# Input text 

tokenizer.fit_on_texts(texts) 

sequences = tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(texts) 

vocab_size = len(tokenizer.word_index) + 1 

max_sequence_length = max([len(seq) for seq in sequences]) 

print("max_sequence_length : ", max_sequence_length) 

# Sequence to numerical 

x_train_pad = tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(x_train) 

x_train_pad = pad_sequences(x_train_pad, maxlen=max_sequence_length, padding="post", truncating="post") 

x_val_pad = tokenizer.texts_to_sequences(x_val) 

x_val_pad = pad_sequences(x_val_pad, maxlen=max_sequence_length, padding="post", truncating="post") 
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""" 

## Encode labels 

""" 

# Encode the categorical labels 

label_encoder = LabelEncoder() 

labels = tab['origine'] 

label_encoder.fit(labels) 

num_classes = len(label_encoder.classes_) 

print("Nb classes :", num_classes) 

y_train_cat = label_encoder.transform(y_train) 

y_train_cat = to_categorical(y_train_cat, num_classes=num_classes) 

y_val_cat = label_encoder.transform(y_val) 

y_val_cat = to_categorical(y_val_cat, num_classes=num_classes) 

""" 

## Create deep learning model 

""" 

max_sequence_length = 390 

cum_sch = 256 

batch_size = 128 

def bilstm1(vocab_size, num_classes, sequence_length): 

    # Création du modèle 

    model = Sequential() 

    model.add(Embedding(input_dim=vocab_size, output_dim=100, input_length=sequence_length)) 

    model.add(Bidirectional(LSTM(128))) 

    model.add(Dense(num_classes, activation='softmax')) 

    return model 

model_checkpoint_callback = tf.keras.callbacks.ModelCheckpoint( 

        filepath=checkpoint_filepath, 

        save_weights_only=True, 

        monitor='val_loss', 

        mode='min', 

        save_best_only=True, 

        verbose=1) 

model = bilstm1(vocab_size, num_classes, max_sequence_length) 

class CustomSchedule(tf.keras.optimizers.schedules.LearningRateSchedule): 

    def __init__(self, d_model, warmup_steps=5000): 

        super(CustomSchedule, self).__init__() 

        self.d_model = d_model 

        self.d_model = tf.cast(self.d_model, tf.float32) 

        self.warmup_steps = warmup_steps 
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    def __call__(self, step): 

        arg1 = tf.math.rsqrt(step) 

        arg2 = step * (self.warmup_steps ** -1.5) 

        return tf.math.rsqrt(self.d_model) * tf.math.minimum(arg1, arg2) 

    def get_config(self): 

        config = { 

            'd_model': self.d_model, 

            'warmup_steps': self.warmup_steps, 

        } 

        return config 

cum_sch = 256 

learning_rate = CustomSchedule(cum_sch) 

optimizer = tf.keras.optimizers.Adam(learning_rate, 

                                     beta_1=0.9, 

                                     beta_2=0.98, 

                                     epsilon=1e-9) 

model.compile(optimizer=optimizer, loss='categorical_crossentropy', metrics=['accuracy']) 

# Load weights : charger les poids précédemment optimisés pour fine-tuner le modèle 

model.load_weights(filepath=checkpoint_filepath).expect_partial()  

model.fit(x_train_pad, y_train_cat, batch_size=batch_size, epochs=100, 

          validation_data=(x_val_pad, y_val_cat), 

          callbacks=model_checkpoint_callback, shuffle=True) 
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Appendix A4 - AI-targeting manual coding samples 

Estimation of a “confidence indicator” in the algorithm prediction  

This score, calculated for each certificate, reflects the probability estimate of perfect match between 

the underlying cause predicted by deep learning and the underlying cause that the coding team would 

have coded: the higher it is (closer to 1) the more the AI predicted cause is likely to match the 

underlying cause coded by the coding team. To do this, we estimate on part of data for 2016 and 2017 

a linear probability model that explains ICD-10 codes equality between the underlying cause coded by 

the coding team and the one predicted by the model k4 by some explanatory variables. The variables 

entering this model are:  

- Underlying cause code grouped in European shortlist categories predicted after running IRIS/MUSE 

(by far the most explanatory),  

- proxies of the length and complexity of the certificate text (number of words in the certificate, with 

a polynomial up to order 3, number of codes in the sequence),  

- whether or not IRIS/MUSE reach an unambiguous underlying cause,  

- whether the codes proposed by the deep learning model, IRIS/MUSE and a model with over-sampling 

of cases rejected by MUSE that was also used for provisional data, are equal 

- as well as two scores given by the deep learning algorithm (the probability associated with the code 

of the underlying cause predicted by the model and the difference between this probability and the 

probability of the second most probable underlying cause according to the algorithm). This last variable 

captures the discriminatory power of the algorithm.  

- Sex and age group are also included in the model.  

The adjusted R2 of the model is around 20%. 

Probability estimate provides a “confidence indicator” in the consistency between the AI prediction 

and manual coding. This indicator is then calculated on the rest of the 2016 and 2017 data, which were 

coded manually but not used to estimate the functional form of the indicator (classic approach in 

machine learning to separate train and test to avoid overfitting). We then simulate the impact of a 

targeted manual coding on the $\alpha \%$ of the data presenting the lowest confidence scores (see 

graph below). 
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On all 2017/2016 deaths in the test, without targeted manual coding (alpha=0), the ICD-10 code 

predicted by AI after running IRIS/MUSE equals the one coded by the coding team in 82% of cases. If 

25% (alpha=25) of the certificates with the lowest confidence indicators are coded manually, then 

bringing the accuracy for these certificates to 1, the overall consistency/accuracy reaches 91%. It would 

have been necessary to code manually more than 40% of the certificates to reach this level if they had 

been randomly selected. 

Estimation of the proportion of certificates to send to manual coding per 

predicted category 

This reasoning enables one to compute the proportion of certificates to send to manual coding per 

(predicted) category of the European shortlist. We focus only on the predicted categories grouped at 

the level of the European shortlist for which the precision between prediction by deep learning and 

manual coding are the lowest. Hence, we calculate for each of them on the basis of 2016 and 2017 test 

data, the precision level needed in order to reach a total precision of 90% and 92.5% when 

automatically coded certificates and certificates already coded (EDP, special interest for public health 

deaths) are assumed to be coded correctly.  

We define eff_codes (for 2018 and 2019): the number of certificates already coded with a underlying 

cause in the category (this coding being obtained automatically or coded manually) eff_noncodes (for 

2018 and 2019): the number of certificates that are not encoded and for which the deep learning 

algorithm predicts a underlying cause in the category. Some of them will be ultimately coded manually, 

the question is how many and eff_tot is the sum of the two 

The coding rate in the category is denoted 𝑎 =  
𝑒𝑓𝑓  𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡 
 

The overall precision is 𝑃𝑡 =  (1 − 𝑎)𝑃𝑖𝑎  +  𝑎 with 𝑃𝑖𝑎 the precision for the non-coded in the 

category 
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To ensure that 𝑃𝑡 ∗ the expected threshold on the overall precision is attained, the precision  𝑃𝑖𝑎 ∗  

on the non-coded should be  

𝑃𝑖𝑎 ∗ =
(𝑃𝑡∗ −𝑎)

(1 − 𝑎)
 = 

(𝑃𝑡∗  − 
𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡
)

𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡

 = 
𝑃𝑡∗   𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑒𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒
 

The precision for the non-coded can be seen as a function of the targeted manual coding rate in the 

category, going from the simulated precision in the category if there is no additional manual coding 

(estimated for 2016/2017) up to 1 if we consider that the entire category is sent to manual coding (see 

previous graph). Inverting this function for 𝑃𝑖𝑎 ∗ yields the targeted manual coding rate to be perform 

on the category, focusing on the certificates for which the confidence indicator is the lowest:   

𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑡 = 𝑃𝑖𝑎
−1 𝑃𝑖𝑎 ∗   to be applied then to the 2018 2019 counts.

 

Reading: by coding manually the 101 certificates from 2018/2019 whose AI predicted underlying cause is viral hepatitis (01.3) 

and with the lowest confidence indicators, according to the simulations for the years 2016 and 2017, we would achieve an 

overall precision of 90% for this category, 92.5% if we manually code the following 76 ones. Overall precision is computed by 

assuming that IRIS/MUSE automatically coded and manually coded certificates are correctly coded.  

Table D.1: number of certificates 2018/2019 to be manually coded to reach a coding precision of 90% 

/ 92.5% per European shortlist category 
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Appendix A5 - Details on the strategy followed for performance 

evaluation of the targeted manual coding campaign 

Reference test population  

We focus on samples from the test randomly selected in order to respect the distribution of causes of 

death in the population (testunifauto, 332183 observations, see below), i.e.: 

-Test 2016/2017 x manual coding  

-Test 2020 x manual coding  

-Test 2021 x (ECH1 (selection of 100 collection batches), ECH2 (deaths at the beginning of the quarter), 

ECH4 (randomly selected sample of certificates rejected by IRIS/MUSE) 

The second step consists of completing these data with proportional selections in automatic batch 

coding. The completed database is called simulrep1819. In detail,  

-Test 2016/2017 being a random selection from all the manually coded certificates → we will select in 

the same proportions (38.41%) randomly in batch 16/17. We thus obtain 128663 observations to add 

to the reference population from the batch for 2016 and 132944 for 2017. -Test 2020 being a random 

sample of all the manually coded certificates, we draw from the 2020 batch coded certificates with the 

same sampling rate (43.72%). We obtain 164323 observations.  

-Test 2021 x ECH1 - ECH1 covers some batch and manual coded certificates – we select in the batch 

part of ECH1 the same proportion as the train/test ratio set on the manual coding. We obtain 21341 

observations selected from the ECH1 batch.  

- Test 2021 x ECH2 - Deaths that occurred at the beginning of the quarter. We complete in the same 

proportions as the train/test ratio of deaths having occurred on the same days coded automatically by 

batch. We obtain 8006 additional observations.  

-Test 2021 x ECH4 - Rejects from the automatic IRIS/MUSE batch. We select from the 2021 batch coded 

certificates (excluding ECH1 and excluding ECH2) with the same sampling rate corrected also to respect 

the train/test proportion. We obtain 10191 additional observations.  

In total we have 797,651 observations, with an automatic coding proportion of 58%. 

Assessing the performance of the targeted manual coding strategy of the 

final 2018 and 2019 data 

To make it possible to measure the magnitudes of the contributions consistent with the fact that the 

EDP and the sensitive death samples were coded manually for 2018 and 2019, we construct indicators 

in the reference test population identifying these cases. For the EDP, we identify the deceased born 

on January 2,3,4,5 or April 1,2,3,4, July or October and whose certificates have not already been coded 

by batch (14715), which corresponds to the definition of the EDP. For deaths of public health special 

interest, we apply the program used to identify them on the 2018 and 2019 data. To simulate the 
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impact of targeted manual coding, we rely on the predictions of the confidence scores from k5 and the 

iris5 cause predictions. We apply the same share of manual coding in the 12 categories as what was 

done in practice in 2018 and 2019. As we have not coded all the priorities 2 we apply the proportion 

actually coded (small overestimation because we are targeting the lowest confidence rates). We 

calculate three targeted manual coding indicators, one on average (P1+75% of P2), one specific to the 

proportions coded for 2018 (P1+65% of P2) and a last specific to the proportions coded for 2019 

(P1+82% of P2 ), always targeting observations with the lowest confidence scores. There are 7414 in 

the reference test population according to the average targeted manual coding indicator (7751 

according to the manual coding indicator as carried out for 2019 and 7042 according to the manual 

coding indicator as carried out for 2018). To simulate the contribution of each of the manual coding 

steps, it is then sufficient to consider that the observations of the reference test population selected 

according to these indicators are correctly coded. 

In order to measure the targeted manual coding performance on the entire population, in accordance 

with the fact that the deaths of special public health interest were manually coded, we construct 

indicators in the reference test population that identity these cases. For the permanent demographic 

sample, we identify the deceased born on January 2,3,4,5 or April 1,2,3,4, July or October and whose 

certificates have not yet been coded by batch (14715) this which corresponds to the definition of the 

research database. For deaths of special public health interest, we apply the identification rules used 

to identify them on the 2018 and 2019 data. To simulate the impact of AI-targeted manual coding, we 

rely on the confidence scores of the k5 and iris5 cause predictions. We apply the same proportion of 

manual coding to the 12 targeted categories as we did for 2018 and 2019. Since we did not code all of 

Priority 2, we apply the proportion that was actually coded (which results in a slight overestimate 

because we target the lowest confidence scores). We calculate three  indicators of manual coding, one 

on average (P1+75% of P2), one specific to the proportions coded in 2018 (P1+65% of P2) and in 2019 

(P1+82% of P2) respectively, always targeting the observations with the lowest confidence scores. 

There are 7414 in the reference test population according to the average indicator, 7751 according to 

the 2019 indicator, and 7042 according to the 2018 indicator. To simulate the contribution of each of 

the manual coding step, we consider that the observations of the reference test population selected 

according to these indicators are correctly coded. 

Performance comparison between the final data and provisional data strategies 
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Table A5.1: Precision, recall comparisons on Reference Test Population (COVID excluded) between 

strategies followed for provisional and final data 

 


